Abstract. Recently, digital stereo microscopes have been becoming increasingly popular in fields such as biomedicine and biotechnology. As such, being able to precisely match left/right feature pairs is critical, which is an important step in stereo matching. We hereby propose a dynamic interpolation method that combines two dimensional calibration and depth information to achieve stereo matching. In this experiment, we obtained the original scale-invariant feature transform feature point pairs and selected a pair of matching units. Based on the selected pair of matching elements and interpolated feature points shown in the left view of stereo microscope image, the dynamically interpolated feature points in the right view were developed to perform stereo measurements. The experimental results revealed that the proposed method can realize stereo microscopic measurements; results with high reliability can be achieved with a large quantity of matching elements.
Introduction
Digital stereo microscopic measurements match the coordinates of the World Coordinate System (WCS) with corresponding matching points that are derived from matching left and right views of stereo image. These useful tools have become increasingly popular in the field of biomedicine [1] [2] [3] . Several stereo matching methods have been applied in different cases. In cases that high precision is required, (such as stereo measurements and image mosaics), and high-precision matching methods that reach sub-pixel levels are applied. In other cases (such as disparity generation and stereo coding), block matching and region matching approaches are adopted to achieve matching efficiency through cost function. Considering the above requirements, stereo matching is divided into two categories: those based on features and those based on regions. For stereo matching approaches based on features, the common features are Scale Invariant Feature Transform (SIFT) features and geometric features. In order to improve the efficiency of the stereo matching of high-speed automobile navigation, Sharma et al. combined SIFT features with maps before being stored in the database [4, 5] . Joglekar, et al. reported relevant parameters of neural networks based on rigorous SIFT matching, and achieved denser stereo matching with the neural networks based on Bayesian decision [6] . Yang, et al. studied the applications of SIFT in wide baseline stereo matching, and improved the matching accuracy by eliminating mismatched points through baseline constraint based on SIFT matching [7] .
With the geometric features, Lee, et al. applied stereo matching to high-resolution satellite images of the South Pole through geometric constraint matching [8] . Zeng, et al. applied the high-resolution camera to building measurements in which the geometric position of the roof and the color matching of the stereo images were combined with geometric matching to measure parameters such as building height [9] . In traditional Chinese medical science, locations should be determined during robot massage in which accurate geometric and color features are difficult to obtain due to the particularity of human skin. However, Wang, et al. adopted a geometric center of gravity to assist in locating, which gave better results [10] . Conventional stereo matching can be achieved by cost function. Higher-order cost function is applied for stereo matching on the discontinuous edge in which better effects are achieved [11] . Antunes, et al. achieved effective stereo measurements by using a new cost function by establishing a virtual plane in which data relevance is guaranteed by symmetric clues [12] . Kim, et al. presented a Mahalanobis distance method based on cross correlation in which robust stereo matching is achieved in different light exposure levels [13] . Robust stereo matching was also achieved in different light exposure levels and colors by Nguyen, et al [14] .
The quantity and accuracy of left/right view points of stereo image have direct influences on the ultimate results. In this paper, for stereo microscope measurements on IC chips, the conventional approach results in errors because the quantity of matched feature point pairs of left/right view is little by its shape rules. Therefore, a new method is proposed in this paper, in which dynamic feature point pairs are generated to measure depths of IC chips' grooves. Figure 1 shows the flowchart of the proposed algorithm. We first combine the object and calibration board to obtain the stereo microscopic images. Then, stereo calibration is performed based on local images of calibration board by using a depth compensation approach [15] . Pre-calibration is achieved by collecting pictures of calibration boards at different depths and default CMOS parameters. Then, pre-calibrated parameters are corrected based on depth information to achieve camera calibration. The SIFT features in the image region including the object [16] is extracted and stereo matching is accomplished using the minimum Euclidean distance. After that, the matching elements are selected from the matching points while the mismatching pairs are eliminated. The matching point pairs are dynamically generated. Finally, the depth of IC chips' groove is measured via stereo reconstruction based on all matched point pairs.
Stereo microscope measurement method based on interpolated feature matching

Overall algorithm process
Camera calibration
Stereo calibration is a key element for the ultimate measurements. All calibration methods are based on pinhole imaging shown in Figure 2 and Eq. (1). In these methods, the intrinsic and extrinsic M represent the intrinsic and extrinsic parameters of the camera, respectively. z is the Z-axis coordinate of the camera coordinate system of ) , , (
is the ideal projection coordinate of point P on the camera imaging plane according to pinhole imaging theory.
is the actual projection coordinate on the camera imaging plane when considering factors such as lens distortion. This study does not address the distortion issue.
We use this stereo microscopic calibration method with compensation for depth information because the depth of the microscope inhibited calibration through conventional means. Let w z and w z′ denote calculated depth and actual depth respectively, then
The ultimate results can be corrected using this equation, as there is a linear relationship between the calculated depth according to the predicted parameters of the camera and actual depth.
Matching elements selection and mismatching elimination
For pinpoint positioning, SIFT features are selected as matching elements. The 4x4 block with 8 different directions is selected as the description. Therefore, a total of 128 components are used to describe the feature. Firstly, matched points of the left and right views can be obtained via minimum 
Therefore, after obtaining all matched point pairs, RANSAC (random sample consensus algorithm) is utilized to eliminate the apparent mismatching point pairs. Afterwards, K point pairs are randomly selected among the remaining point pairs as the matched elements for subsequent interpolation.
Interpolation process of matched feature point pairs
For the IC chip images involved in this paper the SIFT feature point pairs are limited as all images showed large-size smooth regions except for the apparent geometric features. In order to achieve stereo microscopic measurements with better robustness, feature points are dynamically interpolated. The principle is shown in Figure 3 . In the above figure, the green points are the obtained matched
are the matched point pairs. The selection of matched point pairs is based on the principles that three points on the same line should be avoided and the area of convex hull generated by matching units should be maximized. The red points L P are interpolated dynamic feature points. The yellow points R P are feature points dynamically matched with L P , which are predicted according to L P and matched elements. There are a total of K pairs of matched elements, while Figure 3 shows 4 pairs for illustration. According to Figure 3 , R P satisfies the following requirements:
. R P can be solved by equalizing any vector mentioned above. Multiple sets of data are combined to guarantee the accuracy and validity of the ultimate outcome. Considering the complexity of the algorithm, vector directions are used to solve the equations, as shown in Figure 4 . Since the K lines are less likely to pass by the same point, the least square method is used to obtain R P . 
We arrange the information to get:
can be gotten by applying linear regression to the following Eq. (5) through the LSM. 
Calculation of world coordinate system
After stereo matching, the WCS can be calculated by combining the matched points with the camera
are the coordinates of L p and R p , which are the midpoints in Figure 5 . P is the spatial point in both cases. ( )
is the coordinate of spatial point P in the WCS. Its value can be obtained based on the following Eqs. (6) and (7).
Herein, L M and R M are the obtained intrinsic and extrinsic matrix after calibration. 
Results and discussions
Equipment and methods
The stereo microscope (ZOOM460N) used was purchased from Nanjing Wave-optics Pte. Ltd. As shown in Figure 6 (a), the two separate cameras (A) were to capture left and right images, (B) was the main body of the microscope, and (C) was the sample platform. (D1), (D2), and (D3) were the motors controlling the movement of the sample platform in three dimensions. The highly precise lead screw used in this equipment could control the movement of the platform to levels of 2 ȝm.
The stereo effects could be achieved by the two individual cameras capturing images of the object separately. The cameras (Watec 902B) were placed at the location of the eyepiece lens; images (704*576 per frame) were obtained via USB sampling. Scaling was achieved using 10 mm * 10 mm scaling board (100 x 100, each square unit is 0.1 mm * 0.1 mm), as shown in Figure 6 (b). In this experiment, the depth of grooves in power IC devices was measured. The magnification of the microscope used is 0.7. The chips were placed on the scaling board; left and right images were obtained separately. Then, the platform was moved in the Z-direction by 1 step (2 ȝm) and the images were obtained again. The images used for analysis were taken at the 90th (-0.06 mm), 120th (origin) and 150th (+ 0.06 mm) step. Figures 6(c) and 6(d) shows the images obtained at the 120th step.
Selection of scaled image pair and scaling results
This process was done according to previous reports [15] . With the images obtained in the previous step as the benchmark, the results of camera scaling are as follows. Where the linear depth rectification coefficient 1605
. Here, the focal lengths of the left and right cameras exhibited a significant variation. This can be attributed to the difference in the locations of these two cameras and the amplification effect by the object lens. The SIFT features of the left and right views of IC chips were collected and shown in Figure 7 . The red parts and green parts refer to matched feature pairs on the inner and outer side of the grooves, respectively. The total number of matched feature pairs was 33. In most cases, the height difference between the red pair plane and the green pair plane was measured. However, the measurement precision was limited by the insufficient quantity of feature point pairs. In this experiment, the quantity of feature point pairs was increased using a dynamic interpolation method, with appropriate matching elements as the benchmark. The experimental results revealed that the calculation variance decreases as the quantity, K, of matching elements increase. Therefore, the quantity of matching elements was maximized to reduce calculation errors. Figure 8 shows the unrectified variances on the Z-axis (after final reconstruction) obtained based on different amounts of matching elements.
The final results obtained based on the dynamic interpolation method and the depth rectification parameters are shown in Table 1 . As shown, the average relative depth measured was 7.6738 ȝm. The deviations (compared with the designed values) are 26.637%, 16.733%, and 26.416%, respectively. As the platform moved from -60ȝm to the origin, both the inner and outer depths increased; as the platform moved from the origin to + 60ȝm, the movements are significantly different. A possible reason for this discrepancy is the poor stability of the platform in the measurements. In other words, the gear clearance of the lead screw and platform vibration affected the uprising of the measuring position.
Another possible reason is the gap in the drive system of the machine, which may lead to deviations. For these reasons, the platform can be applied in measurements of object sizes. In other words, it can be used to measure the subject size and other relative geometric parameters, but not absolute location parameters. The stereo microscopic measurement is a key step in the processing of stereo signals. Stereo measurements of objects with few feature points were achieved using dynamic interpolation of feature point pairs based on stereo microscopic scaling. The SIFT feature matched pairs were obtained using conventional methods. The feature point pair interpolation was applied to a selected pair of matching elements, based on which the stereo reconstruction was conducted. In this way, the groove depths of IC chips were measured. Experimental results revealed that the effect of depth value on the depth measurement was insignificant, provided the interpolated feature points involved in the interpolation remained the same. Future studies may focus on effective interpolations of interpolated feature points and include the effects of radial and tangential distortions on microscopic measurements.
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